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Abstract 
For many small producers in developing countries coffee is a major income source. However, 
the coffee market is characterized by high price volatility and increased power concentration 
among buyers in consuming countries. Due to the very low international coffee prices during 
the recent coffee crisis and an increased demand among consumers for healthy and ethical 
products as well as for high quality, interest in standards and certification has increased 
substantially in coffee producing and consuming countries. Responding to the demand for 
differentiated products and accessing these new and potentially more profitable markets is 
especially challenging for poor small-scale farmers in developing countries. Although 
certification schemes and standards are widely applied and promoted, little research has been 
conducted identifying the complete value chains for certified coffee, their structure and gross 
income shares among the different chain actors. 
The framework for this study is based on the value chain concept. The research analyses 
selected conventional and Fairtrade value chains in terms of prices paid at different levels, 
information flows among chain actors, governance structures and upgrading strategies. The 
focus is on Nicaragua’s small-scale coffee producers, organised in cooperatives, and their 
upgrading strategies with special attention paid to organic and Fairtrade certification. 
Qualitative interviews have been conducted with all relevant chain actors.  
Results show that the structure of the value chain has a major influence on the benefits for 
individual farmers and their involvement in upgrading strategies. Although higher prices are 
paid to producers for organic-Fairtrade coffee than for conventional or conventional-Fairtrade 
coffee, the producers’ share on the final retail price is substantially lower in the certified 
chains than in the conventional chain. Producers face limited bargaining power on the quality 
premiums paid by buyers in consuming countries. The paper emphasizes the need for 
transparency and appropriate chain management to improve small-scale farmers’ integration 
in value chain upgrading activities. An enhanced knowledge transfer among chain actors 
could increase farmers’ understanding of differentiated markets and provide them with 
information on the coffee attributes sought by consumers. Being able to meet consumer 
expectations on attributes and quality standards could empower farmers with greater 
bargaining power and enable them to demand adequately higher prices. Simultaneously, 
business skills and management capacity need to be enhanced especially at the level of 
producers and leaders of grassroot cooperatives, but also at second order cooperatives’ staff. 
 
 
Keywords: small-scale producers, Nicaragua, organic and Fairtrade coffee, value chain 
analysis 
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Certification as an upgrading strategy for small-scale farmers and their 
cooperatives: A value chain analysis for Nicaraguan coffee 

 
Anna Kiemen, Tina Beuchelt 

 

1 Introduction 
Second only to oil, coffee is the most traded legal commodity globally (PONTE 2002a). It is 
produced in more than 50 developing countries and involves millions of small-scale farmers 
as well as large-scale plantation owners (LEWIN, ET AL. 2004, DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005). 
However, coffee prices are unstable and fluctuate from year to year (CASHIN, ET AL. 2002). In 
the past two decades, world coffee markets have been affected by the collapse of the 
International Coffee Agreement (ICA)3 in 1989, the entrance of new coffee producers from 
Asia, Brazil’s growing supply, and increased market liberalisation. These developments led to 
an oversupply of coffee in 2000/2001 and resulted in declining world coffee prices, which 
remained below production costs for several years. As a consequence of this coffee crisis, the 
coffee quality produced actually decreased despite increasing demand for high quality and 
gourmet coffee marketing in consuming countries (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005). In order to 
overcome low coffee prices, many coffee producing countries have increased participation in 
certification schemes and now invest in so-called differentiated products. These market niches 
are based on standards for production and processing related to environmental and socio-
economic criteria, as well as ensuring high quality coffee (PONTE 2002b). The differentiation 
from mainstream coffee responds to the increasing consumer demand for sustainable, healthy 
and ethical products (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005, PONTE 2002a, LEWIN, ET AL. 2004, RENARD 
2005, YOUNG AND HOBBS 2002).  
Crucial for accessing markets and participating successfully in differentiated coffee chains are 
the existing power structures and availability of information especially regarding the position 
and requirements of traders and roasters who manage final product and market information 
(TALBOT 2002, NEILSON 2008, ALTENBURG 2006). Chain actors seek to improve their 
competitive and strategic position in the chain by applying so-called upgrading strategies 
(KAPLINSKY AND MORRIS 2001, GIBBON 2003, GEREFFI 1999). One of these upgrading 
strategies is entering in differentiated markets such as organic or Fairtrade market channels. 
Differentiated markets can offer higher prices for producers and subsequent chain actors 
through their price premiums above the market price (BACON 2005, DAVIRON AND PONTE 
2005, LEWIN, ET AL. 2004, WOLLNI AND ZELLER 2007). Especially for poor small-scale 
farmers, certification schemes and the focus on high quality are increasingly seen by 
governments, NGOs and donors as a possible way to reduce poverty at farm level (UTTING-
CHAMORRO 2005, BACON 2005). Differentiated markets are assumed to add more value to 
coffee at the producers’ level but not much data is available to confirm this assumption. To 
date there are hardly any studies that investigate the complete certified value chain. The 
studies of CIMS (2004) and DAVIRON AND PONTE (2005) have identified in their analysis of 
different value chains that absolute prices paid to producers are likely to be higher for high 
quality and for certified coffees such as organic and Fairtrade. Yet, the producers’ price share 
of the final retail price is lower for these coffees than for conventional low to medium range 
quality coffees. The same applies to chains for conventional and Fairtrade instant coffee 
(MENDOZA 2002). 

                                            
3 The ICA was an international agreement between importing and exporting member states that regulated coffee 
trade through a quota system in order to maintain stable prices (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005). 
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However, while differentiated coffees enable chain actors in the roasting and retail levels to 
create economic rents4, coffee producers do not benefit at the same scale. The major 
bottleneck in conventional markets is the producers’ inability to generate extra value to the 
physical product of coffee (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005, PONTE 2002b). In the conventional 
coffee markets the farmer’s share of the final retail price is the lowest, in sharp contrast to the 
substantially higher shares at the final retail value for roasting and retail level (DAVIRON AND 
PONTE 2005, FITTER AND KAPLINSKY 2001, TALBOT 1997). There are two main explanations 
for this. First, the increased concentration of actors at the import and roasting levels allows 
them to exercise power. Second, roasters and retailers can add symbolic and in-service 
quality5 to the coffee at the consumer level leading to higher prices and thus higher share 
(DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005, FITTER AND KAPLINSKY 2001). 
This research looks specifically at the organic and Fairtrade certification as it is the most well 
known and longest existing standard for coffee. Fairtrade was one of the earliest movements 
among the sustainable initiatives resulting from alternative trade organizations (ATO) trading 
directly with producers (PONTE 2002b). The Fairtrade Labelling Organizations International 
(FLO) sets standards for the production and trade of Fairtrade coffee by assuring a minimum 
price, plus a premium for social investments, and requiring buyers to pre-pay for their coffee. 
Additionally, basic environmental requirements as well as democratic decision-making within 
the producer organizations are required for FLO Fairtrade certification. Fairtrade aims at 
increasing transparency in the coffee value chain to the benefit of small-scale coffee farmers 
(FLO 2009). Transparency is realized through a strong coordination between roasters, traders 
and farmers as well as a shortening of the value chain (TAYLOR 2005, RAYNOLDS 2009, 
RENARD 2005). Currently, markets for conventional-Fairtrade coffee are stagnating, but 
double certification with organic brings new market opportunities and entails the major 
demand for Fairtrade coffee (GIOVANNUCCI AND VILLALOBOS 2007). Organic farming and 
thus organic coffee production has no internationally agreed definition; the different standards 
depend on the importing country and certification. General principles are no synthetic inputs 
(e.g. no synthetic pesticides, herbicides, chemical fertilizer) and maintenance of soil fertility. 
It is a holistic approach which aims at a sustainable resource use (IFOAM 2006). 
The objective of this study is to describe conventional and certified coffee value chains in 
Nicaragua and to identify relationships between actors, prices and information flows along the 
chain. The focus is on small-scale coffee producers, organized in cooperatives, who undertake 
upgrading strategies through investing in organic and Fairtrade certification. Three research 
questions are explored. First, what is the structure of the certified and conventional value 
chains in terms of actor constellation, prices, and information flows? Second, which 
governance structures can be identified and what is the influence on transparency in the 
chains? Third, what is the effect of investing in organic/Fairtrade certification on prices paid 
at production level and the producers’ share at final retail price? The theoretical framework is 
based on the value chain concept according to KAPLINSKY AND MORRIS (2001) with a focus 
on governance structure and upgrading strategies.  
This paper is structured as follows: chapter 2 describes the value chain approach for coffee; 
chapter 3 gives an introduction to the methodology used for the empirical research and 
chapter 4 presents the results in regard to the structure of the investigated value chains, the 
governance within the chains, and the impact of upgrading through certification in terms of 

                                            
4 According to a study by CIMS (2004) up to 60% of the final retail value is captured by importers and 50% at 
retail level in the European specialty market, whereas in the mainstream segment importers capture between 30-
40% and roasters around 30% (CIMS, 2004). 
5 Symbolic quality means that physical product quality is upgraded by other than inherent quality values but to 
values that are linked to the production condition, both in environmental and social terms, as well to regional 
reputation and gourmet product features through e.g. roasting and branding (PONTE 2002b).  
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income. Finally, conclusions are drawn and recommendations for policy and research are 
formulated. 

2 The coffee sector and its linkage to the value chain approach 
In this section, we first describe the conventional and differentiated coffee market on a global 
scale. The coffee value chain is then presented followed by a detailed description of 
governance issues and upgrading strategies in the coffee value chain. 
 
The international coffee market  
The international coffee market of the last 50 years can be described by two major periods. 
The first was determined by the International Coffee Agreement - ICA (1962 – 1989) and 
represented a regulated market system with decision power on export quantities and prices in 
the producing country (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005, PONTE 2002a, GRIBAT 2007). Income 
shares in the producing countries had been around 20 percent of total income generated in the 
chain and prices were relatively stable (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005, TALBOT 1997). The 
system failed, among other reasons, because of increased volumes traded by non-members, 
free-riding problems with quotas, restrictive negotiation on quotas due to high transaction 
costs and changing market actors’ interests towards trade with non-members (DAVIRON AND 
PONTE 2005, PONTE 2002a, GRIBAT 2007). Due to weak institutions in coffee producing 
countries, in the post-ICA period producer organisations emerged in order to fill the 
organizational gap (PIROTTE, ET AL. 2006). On the other side of the coffee value chain, 
retailers and international traders were able to increase their power due to growing 
concentration at roaster and retail level as well as quantities and prices set within the market 
and without market intervention (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005). The post-ICA period has been 
characterized by fluctuating international market price for coffee (Figure 1) as well as 
declining income shares for producers on the final retail price  

Figure 1: ICO coffee prices- monthly averages ‘Other Mild Arabicas’ 
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In the last 10 to 15 years so called differentiated coffee markets have emerged as in response 
to changing consumption patterns in consuming countries induced by increased ethical and 
health awareness as well as an increased quality demand (LEWIN, ET AL., 2004, RENARD 2005). 
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According to LEWIN, ET AL. (2004, p.105) “differentiated coffees markets are linked to the 
origin of coffee in combination with explicitly defined process and product standards and/or a 
superior taste”. Various certification schemes are included in this categorization within 
differentiated markets. In contrast to the conventional market and the trading of bulk 
commodities with price being the determinant for traded quantities, differentiated markets are 
characterized by limited market access and involve other regulation mechanisms than price. 
Participation in differentiated markets requires specific investments to meet certification and 
quality standards. In return, price premiums can be gained because of limited market size and 
added value, which may lead to increased income margins for chain actors who participate in 
those markets (LEWIN, ET AL. 2004). In that respect, standards are not only technical 
verification systems, but also strategic instruments (PONTE 2002b). 
The differentiation of the commodity ‘coffee’ basically refers to the creation of distinct tastes 
or cups: distinct growing conditions with both ethical and environmental concerns, the 
preparation of the coffee as well as specific geographic origins. Certification schemes in the 
coffee sector are related to environmental factors, which are targeted by organic, bird-
friendly, shade-grown certification, to social criteria like Fairtrade or to a combination of both 
in the cases of UTZ Certified, Rainforest Alliance and Starbucks CAFE Practices. The latter 
is also defining inherent coffee quality (PONTE 2002b, PONTE AND GIBBON 2005, MAY, ET AL. 
2004, DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005, LEWIN, ET AL. 2004). 
Projections for the different coffee markets for 2007/08 show that in comparison to a maximal 
growth rate in conventional coffee markets of 1.5–2.0%, certified markets in the US have 
predicted growth rates of 15.5% for Fairtrade, 12.5% for organic and 17% for double certified 
organic-Fairtrade coffees (GIOVANNUCCI AND VILLALOBOS 2007)6. Increasingly, large 
multinational firms are participating in certified markets, mainly as niche market products in 
their portfolio (COFFEE COALITION 2006, RAYNOLDS 2009, GIOVANNUCCI, ET AL. 2008). 
Projections for the premiums of these coffees indicate that prices for organic product will 
decrease in the future as more suppliers enter the markets leading to an increase in world 
supply. Moreover, recovering world market prices are expected to lead to lower price 
differences for organic and Fairtrade coffees over conventional coffees (KILIAN, ET AL. 2006, 
PONTE 2002a, PONTE 2002b).  
 
The value chain approach 
Following the definition from KAPLINSKY AND MORRIS (2001), a value chain is the 
interlinkage of activities and actors that realize the various steps from primary production of 
raw material to the manufacturing, branding and retailing of a consumer-ready product 
(KAPLINSKY AND MORRIS 2001). The coffee value chain can be structured in two parts 
according to the location where activities take place (Figure 2). The first is located in the 
coffee producing countries and contains the steps of coffee production and primary 
processing. Depending on the study, the share on the final retail price varies between 4% and 
16% at the production level and between 8% and 37% at export level (TALBOT 1997, FITTER 
AND KAPLINSKY 2001, CIMS 2004). In Nicaragua, small-scale coffee farmers undertake 
activities from planting to harvest and, in most cases, complete the first processing of the 
coffee cherries through depulping and pre-drying. After that, the coffee is sold as parchment 
coffee to intermediaries or directly to a cooperative or an exporter for further processing to 
dry parchment and finally exportable green coffee. The second part of the coffee value chain 
is in the coffee consuming countries where different actors are in charge of importing the 
coffee. Some actors only import coffee and then sell it to roasters, while others roast, grind 
and package it themselves. The import and trade activity adds up to a value of between 9% 
                                            
6 Over a three year period from 2004-2006 globally an anverage growth rate of 1-2% per year for conventional 
coffee was estimated by Giovannucci et al. (2008). Organic coffee was estimated to have been grown at a rate of 
13-17% and Fairtrade coffee at 46%. 
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and 49% of the final retail price, whereas the roasting value share is between 43% and 75%. 
Coffee is sold to retail as roasted beans or ground coffee. The major value adding is realized 
within the branding and retailing (DAVIRON AND PONTE 2005).  

Figure 2: Simplified structure of the coffee value chain     
 Production  Processing  Export        Import/Trade  Processing  Distribution + Retail  
 
 
* percentage of final retail value (data from TALBOT 1997, FITTER AND KAPLINSKY 2001, CIMS 2004) 
Source: own illustration. 
 
Governance 
Conducting a value chain analysis is useful for identifying the business environment because 
commodities are not only produced and traded physically through certain input-output 
relations, but they are furthermore embedded in complex inter-organizational environments 
defined through all actors participating in the value adding processes (KAPLINSKY and MORRIS 
2001). Value chains are organized according to power structures, formal and informal rules. 
This implies that not all actors participate equally in the determination of the core product 
characteristics and related value adding, but that some chain actors set the basic requirements 
to others by defining the product quality, quantity as well as terms of production and delivery 
of the product. Governance refers to the institutional basis of the value chain regarding power 
structures and leadership of chain actors (GEREFFI 1994, GEREFFI, ET AL. 2003, HUMPHREY 
AND SCHMITZ 2001) and is defined as a coordination of economic activity through non-market 
elements, like standards, bargaining power and regulations (GEREFFI, ET AL. 2003). The ability 
to govern over chain actors is often determined by intangible assets, such as marketing, 
branding, and access to information (KAPLINSKY 2000).  
The embedded governance structure determines the business environment of governing and 
governed actors in the chain. The cooperation and strategic behaviour of chain actors plays a 
crucial function when determining individuals’ scope of action. Especially the consideration 
of the positions of every chain node combined with the connection to other chain levels 
enables chain wide implementation of ‘strategic value chain models’. Chain actors are no 
longer seen as single points of intervention independently from their trade partners but are 
taken into account as integrated entities into the whole process of production and marketing.  
Agricultural markets are subject to substantial changes in regard to concentration processes at 
buyers’ level (TALBOT 2002, PONTE 2002a, RAIKES, ET AL. 2000, GIBBON 2001). Over the last 
number of decades, agricultural commodity markets changed from producer- to buyer-driven 
chains that are regulated by actors in consuming countries (PONTE 2002a, GIBBON 2001). For 
producers in developing countries - such as the coffee farmers in Nicaragua - the type of 
governance determines their potential market access as well as the availability of information 
and technology. Added value, which is created through social and environmental standards as 
well as gourmet quality, enables chain actors in the consuming countries to gain economic 
rents. Coffee producers are facing increasing demand regarding the physical quality of their 
coffee but are also required to provide other values to their product by investing in 
certification schemes (PONTE 2002a, RENARD 2005, YOUNG AND HOBBS 2002). 
In the coffee value chains different governance types or levels of integration among chain 
actors can be identified. Market-based governance structures are found in chains that are 
characterized by high competition. In these chains coffee is traded as a bulk commodity with 
price as the determining factor for trade and often replaceable by origin and producer. 
Markets can be characterized as internally governed or fully integrated chains when standards 
and direct relationships between trading partners are of great importance and price is only one 
determinant of the trading activity. Gourmet quality coffee markets demand these kind of 
close connection between the individual producer and the buyer. Hybrid structures use the 

CIF 9-49%* Retail 100%* Farm Gate 4-16%* FOB 8-37%* Factory 43-75%* 
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characteristics of both trading patterns (compare WILLIAMSON 1979, VERHAEGEN, 2001). 
Certified coffees are considered hybrid structures because pure market mechanisms are not 
sufficient to determine standards and quality; these chains are not likely to be internally 
integrated as this is the case for gourmet coffees. In general, the difference between the 
governance types are based on applied standards and related price premiums, transparency, 
trust and reputation. Market governance shows the lowest levels of transparency, need for 
trust and reputation because the traded product is a bulk commodity of homogenous character. 
The more product and process standards are involved, the more coordinated forms of 
governance occur because supplier and buyer need to communicate other information than 
only prices. This implies a need of greater transparency. Reputation and trust become more 
important in order to justify price premiums paid for the specific standards or qualities. 

 
Upgrading 
Chain actors in a value chain have to be competitive against others at their chain position and 
also beyond that. For increasing competitiveness, there are different strategies of upgrading in 
regard to the possibilities for actors within their chain and related to competitors in other 
chains (KAPLINSKY AND MORRIS 2001). Upgrading activities are supported but also 
constrained by the underlying chain set-up. 
Product differentiation becomes increasingly important to gain competitive advantage. 
Moving from commodity production to defined products demands institutional changes in the 
value chains. Therefore, the concept of upgrading is a company’s strategy against the 
innovative activities of competitors. The background for enabling different upgrading 
strategies is determined by services provided by chain actors and information flows (LAVEN 
2005, GEREFFI 1999). According to KAPLINSKY AND MORRIS (2001) there are four different 
types of upgrading: process, product, functional and chain upgrading. 
• Process upgrading relates to increased efficiencies in the production process. In the case 

of coffee production, these are improved yields or processing of the coffee cherries and 
beans.  

• Product upgrading implies a new product definition. Investing in distinct quality profiles 
is one example of product upgrading in the coffee sector. Since the marketing of certified 
coffee implies a different product type sold in niche markets, organic and Fairtrade coffee 
can also be included in this category (compare GIBBON 2003).  

• Functional upgrading enhances the competitive situation of a chain actor by “changing 
the mix of activities within the firm [...] or moving the locus of activities to different links 
in the value chain” (KAPLINSKY AND MORRIS 2001, p.38). This can be realized through 
outsourcing activities or adding new activities to the portfolio. For example, a cooperative 
starts to process the coffee in its own dry mill, undertakes the roasting process or sells to 
the local market.  

• Chain upgrading refers to moving to a new chain due to potentially higher profitability. 
Farmers who diversify their income by producing cocoa or cash crops as well as a 
cooperative that invests in a tourism program are examples. 

Other upgrading strategies, notably certification, are discussed in section four.  

3 Methodology 
The field research was conducted in three important coffee producing departments in northern 
Nicaragua. While Nicaragua is not one of the main coffee producers in the world market7, its 
coffee sector is one of the most important export sectors at national level with a 25% share of 

                                            
7 Nicaragua has an export share of only 1-1.8% of exportable coffee among all supplying countries (ICO- 
Historical Statistics). 
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total exports (IICA 2004, VARANGIS, ET AL. 2003). Furthermore, Nicaragua’s coffee 
production is characterized by small-scale farms.  
Data collection took place in 2007 and 2008 in the provinces of Matagalpa, Madriz and 
Nueva Segovia. The regions are mountainous areas with coffee growing at altitudes between 
750m a.s.l. and 1,300m a.s.l. The Matagalpa region produces 33% of Nicaragua’s coffee and 
the Madriz/Nueva Segovia areas produce 13% (IICA 2004).  
Qualitative research methods were chosen. Semi-structured interviews, capturing qualitative 
as well as some quantitative data, were conducted with cooperatively organized coffee 
producers, cooperative staff, a coffee exporter as well as German and American importers and 
roasters. Information was gathered on prices, information flows, position of actors in the 
chain, and types of relationships between actors. Three value chain models were looked at in 
depth. A conventional value chain served as control group against which the certified chains 
were compared. 
Individual interviews were conducted with 34 small-scale coffee producers in 22 
communities, as well as 7 presidents of grassroots cooperatives and 5 cooperative staff 
members of the second order and the conventional cooperatives. Of the 34 producers, 3 
farmers belonged to a conventional cooperative. The others were members of so-called 
grassroots cooperatives which are organized in two different Fairtrade certified cooperatives 
being responsible for the coffee export. Of these certified cooperatives, 17 conventional and 
14 organic farmers were interviewed. The farmers have been selected according to three 
criteria: I) gender, II) certification, i.e. organic or conventional, and III) distance from their 
farm to the respective cooperative office. Also, three focus group workshops investigating 
further the local value chain have been realized with groups of 9, 10 and 12 farmers and 
cooperative staff in each of first or second level cooperatives. At the producers level 
information was gathered on the producers’ activity within the chain, their coffee production 
and sales including received prices, the relationship to their chain partners and the kind of 
information they receive from other chain actors related to their product. The cooperative staff 
was interviewed on the cooperative activity in the chain, the coffee purchase and sales 
including prices paid to producers and received for the exported coffee, the relationship 
towards producers, buyers and other organizations, the communication through the chain and 
currently applied as well as possible future strategies.  
The exporter, roaster and importers were asked to complete a semi-structured questionnaire 
which was sent by email to one person per company being in charge of the trade. All of the 
interviewed buying companies purchase from the cooperatives and are Fairtrade certified but 
differ in their chain function and company structure. Not all buyers of the cooperatives could 
be interviewed, so only selected value chains were investigated in depth. The coffee buyers 
were asked questions in relation to their trade activities with the chosen cooperatives and 
producers. They have been mainly interviewed on the purchase and sales of this coffee, on 
their relationship with the producers, the cooperatives and as well on the transparency on 
production and trade related information. A major limitation to the value chain analysis was 
that information on costs in production and trade was not accessible at importers and roaster 
levels. Therefore, the given shares of producers’ prices on final retail price do not reflect the 
costs occurred within the chain.   

4 Results and discussion 
In the following, results are presented based on the qualitative and quantitative data on three 
different models of coffee value chains. In the first part, the structure of the value chains is 
presented regarding actors, prices paid and services that are provided among chain actors. 
Subsequent to this, the relationships between chain actors, the availability of information as 
well as the governance structures are analyzed before, in a final step, the participation in 
certified markets as an upgrading strategy is discussed. The price share that farmers receive 
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from the final retail value is analyzed in conventional and Fairtrade chains. Finally, the 
presented value chain models are compared in regard to their success and areas for 
improvement. 

4.1 Structure of the conventional and certified coffee value chain models 
The value chain for conventional coffee is described first. The value chain models based on 
Fairtrade and organic-Fairtrade certification are compared against the conventional chain 
model. While between the two certified chain models differences exist regarding their 
structure, both Fairtrade certified second order cooperatives sell, among others, to the same 
importers and roasters.   

4.1.1 The model of the conventional coffee value chain  
Around three hundred producers are organized in the conventional cooperative which is a 
multifunctional cooperative with a strategic alliance with an exporter. The exporter provides 
credit and pre-financing of harvest to the cooperative for the contracted coffee quantity that 
will be delivered by the cooperative’s members. Based on this credit, the cooperative can 
provide credit and pre-finance their members’ harvest. At harvest time, producers deliver their 
coffee to the exporter and receive payment from their cooperative. Through decoupling coffee 
delivery from payment, the cooperative maintains the guarantee that their credits are paid 
back as debts are deducted on payday. The cooperative provides further production-related or 
commercial credits to its members, and also group credits or credits with a payback period of 
two years. The cooperative does not procure coffee and is not involved in processing or 
storage of the coffee. Farmers also sell their coffee to local intermediaries who either sell to 
another intermediary or sell directly to an exporter. Since farmers deliver the majority of their 
coffee directly to the exporter who then sells further to an importer or directly to a roaster, the 
value chain is very short. As the coffee was mixed with other coffee at the exporting company 
and sold in bulk, no direct links to chain actors in importing countries could be identified. 
However, the exporter indicated that the actors in the conventional coffee market are in 
general large importing and roasting companies. Producers are paid a local price, which is 
determined by the ICE Futures coffee price and the average regional coffee quality. The 
exporter is paid a FOB8 price. Figure 3 shows the structure of the value chains in regard to the 
function of its chain actors. 

Figure 3: Structure of the conventional coffee value chain 

 
 Coffee delivery (physical product flow) 
 Credit provided to chain actors (pre-financing of the contracted coffee quantity) 
 

Source: Own data, 2008 

4.1.2 Certified value chain –model A 
One of the certified models is based on a second order cooperative composed of 6 grassroot 
cooperatives with a total of around 400 members (see Figure 4). All producers have certified 

                                            
8 FOB stands for ‘Free on Board’ and this price includes all costs for processing, transport, storage and export 
clearing until the coffee is ready for shippment.  
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organic coffee, some are in the 3-year transition period of being organic certified. The 
producers are members of grassroots cooperatives, but receive major support directly from the 
Fairtrade certified second order cooperative. The grassroots cooperatives’ main responsibility 
to date is representing the producers’ interests in regard to the use of the Fairtrade premium 
for social investments. All representative members in the grassroots cooperatives are 
producers themselves and live in the communities. They are major contact persons for the 
second order cooperative staff and undertake organizational work. Moreover, they are 
community spokespersons for the producers’ needs and requests. The second order 
cooperative owns a dry processing mill with a cupping laboratory for quality check; thus 
processes the members’ coffee as well as cups samples of each member to identify the 
individual quality.  
Only the coffee in transition is sold to a national exporter at a price equivalent to the Fairtrade 
minimum price or higher. The organic-Fairtrade coffee is sold to two German importers and 
one in the US. The American importer sells to a roasting company, which has a contract with 
the cooperative but needs the importer for the importing logistics. The roaster sells the coffee 
to supermarkets, restaurants, universities, convenience stores, offices, bakeries, and coffee 
shops or on the internet.9 The remaining two importers buy and sell 100% of their products as 
Fairtrade. One imports and labels the coffee while subcontracting the roasting process; the 
other imports and sells the coffee to affiliates who roast and label the coffee under their own 
brands. The coffee is sold in so-called one-world shops, organic food stores and supermarkets, 
to individual large-scale consumers, and on the internet. Fairtrade buyers pay a FOB price 
(depending on the ICE Futures C-Price), plus the organic and Fairtrade premium (for the 
production year 2007/08 0.15USD/lb for organic and 0.10USD/lb Fairtrade premium) and a 
negotiated quality premium to the cooperative. In 2008, only the roasting company in the US 
paid a premium for quality of ~0.10USD/lb.  
Producers receive up to 50% of the estimated coffee price in advance as a credit for the 
production year. At harvest time, producers can choose to either receive an immediate 
payment upon coffee delivery to the cooperative or they can decide to wait for final payment 
in April or May when the cooperative has finished coffee sales and their accounting. The 
cooperative receives the buyer’s payment a couple of weeks later. Premiums for quality are 
distributed to the grassroots cooperative, but not according to individual producers’ quality 
results. 

                                            
9 This is summarized as ‘retail’. 
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Figure 4: Structure of the certified value chain –model A 

 
 

  Coffee delivery (physical product flow) 
 Credit provided to chain actors (pre-financing of the contracted coffee quantity) 
 
Retail: WS Worldshops, OS Organic Stores, S Supermarkets, LS Large Scale Customer, R 
Restaurants, C Convenience stores, PP Private and Public Institutions (such as Universities and 
Offices), B Bakery and Coffee Shops 
Source: Own data, 2008 

4.1.3 Certified value chain –model B 
In the second certified chain model, the Fairtrade certified second order cooperative is the 
head organization of 11 grassroot cooperatives and 2 cooperative unions which have 12 
further affiliated grassroots cooperatives (Figure 5). Altogether, more than 2000 coffee 
producers are members united in the second order cooperative. In contrast to the certified 
model A, some of the grassroots cooperatives support farmers directly with pre-financing and 
the coffee procurement in their respective local community. Farmers can be pre-financed for 
up to 50% of the estimated coffee quantity to be delivered to the cooperative. The second 
order cooperative, however, is the only institution processing and cupping the coffee as they 
own a dry mill and export licence. In this chain model, only 40% of the coffee quantity is 
produced according to organic standards, the remaining coffee is produced conventionally or 
at less than 5% under the certification of UTZ certified. Despite certification, only 41% of the 
coffee is sold as Fairtrade. Not even all organic coffee can be marketed as such; only 28% of 
the total coffee is sold as organic-Fairtrade. Producers are paid local prices at the daily rate 
which varies according to the ICE Futures C- price.  Some producers may be eligible for a 
premium for organic coffee of approximately 0.15USD/lb, although there have not been 
payments on quality the last two years. The cooperative is paid a C-price plus premiums 
depending on the chain they sell to and since coffee is sold to a dozen buyers, only selected 
certified chains have been investigated representing 11.7% of total coffee exports. They were 
chosen because they were same buyers than in the Fairtrade cooperative A.  
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Figure 5: Structure of the Fairtrade certified coffee value chain – model B 

 

 Coffee delivery (physical product flow) 
 Credit provided to chain actors (pre-financing of the contracted coffee quantity) 
 
Retail: WS Worldshops, OS Organic Stores, S Supermarkets, LS Large Scale Customer, R 
Restaurants, C Convenience stores, PP Private and Public Institutions (such as Universities and 
Offices), B Bakery and Coffee Shops 
Source: Own data, 2008 

4.2 Comparative analysis of the three different value chain models  
In the following the above described chain models are compared in regard to the type of 
actors, the services provided, the governance structure and the resulting level of transparency.  

4.2.1 The actors in the three value chains models  
In the conventional model, the number of actors beyond the farm level is limited to very few: 
the cooperative as credit and service provider, the exporter and an importer and roaster. 
Certified chain models are more complex. Certified model A has a similar number of 
producers as the conventional model, but also exports and thus trades with diverse importers 
and roasters in the consuming countries. Compared to the other two chains, certified model B 
is even more complex both in the producing and the consuming country. First order 
cooperatives and cooperative unions are primary contacts for the producers because they are 
in charge of the pre-financing of the harvest and training. In the other chains this is still 
directly handled by the second order cooperative and the conventional cooperative 
respectively. Also the buyers in model B are different, varying from a conventional exporter, 
to alternative trade organizations, specialized intermediate traders and specialty roasters.   
The distribution channels in the consuming countries are quite different between the small 
buyers in Germany and the larger importers and roasting company in the US. Although the 
Fairtrade market is promoting direct contact between the producer and the buyer, a shortening 
of the value chain is not observed as there are not many intermediate traders between 
producers and exporters when cooperatives offer marketing services. Likewise, the certified 
chain of model A and B tends to be longer in Germany than the conventional chain or in the 
US. Our own observation is that certified value chain models in producing countries may be 
shorted due to the elimination of intermediaries when there are no conventional cooperatives 
offering similar services. Depending on the importing country, certified chains in consuming 
countries can also become enlarged, like the value chain ending in Germany shows. In 
certified chains, usually several actors in the consuming countries are involved in purchase, 
processing and distribution of the coffee.  
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4.2.2 Services provided among chain actors 
Between the conventional and certified models, there are differences but also similarities 
regarding the services provided and the sales channels. All producers sell their coffee to 
cooperatives which provide financial and technical assistance to their members – but at 
varying degrees. In all three chain models producers receive pre-financing from the 
cooperative.  The conventional cooperative finances its business through credit from external 
financial institutions and a significant share from the exporter. Pre-financing of harvest in the 
certified models is provided by the buyers in the consuming countries and also through 
external financing institutions. Apart from the financial service at the production level, 
extension service and group training are provided by all three cooperatives to support 
producers in their production and harvest management. Yet, the relation of technicians to 
farmers and frequency of personal field visits varies between the three models. 
Apart from coffee production related services, the conventional and one certified cooperative 
(model B) cooperatives offer extension regarding the promotion and training of growing food 
crops for subsistence – mainly in combination with a governmental program called – “zero 
hunger”. In the certified chains, social investments are realized in some of the communities 
through the use of the social premium gained from Fairtrade sales. In certified model B 
support is given through few scholarships and a program on Ecotourism enables some 
producers to diversify their income from their coffee farms. To a small degree, buyers in the 
consuming countries support the cooperative with specific projects. In the certified model A, 
one of the brand holders of importer B financially supports the cooperative members in 
strengthening the position of women both in regard to their financial and their social situation. 
In the certified model B, the roaster F started a project to reduce poverty and hunger among 
the small coffee producers. This project is coordinated together with other local and 
international organizations. Importer E provides the cooperative with a monthly bulletin on 
the coffee market developments.  
Although there is commitment from the buyers’ side, these efforts still only reach part of the 
producers’ communities due to tight financial resources and the cooperatives’ management. 
The service quality is partly dependent on the person in charge of it. In some regions organic 
trainings decreased in the certified model B because of the extension worker’s personal 
disinterest in this production process. The same applies to the cooperative’s ecotourism 
program. As soon as the person who initially developed the project was no longer in charge, 
support to the participating producers decreased.    

4.2.3 Governance in the business models 
The coffee value chain is determined by increasing buyer power (DAVIRON AND PONTE, 
2005). This holds true for the conventional cooperative which has no bargaining power on 
prices even at cooperative level: the exporter sets the price as the only buyer of the 
cooperative’s coffee. Nevertheless, due to the high trust relationship between the cooperative 
and the exporter, other incentives are provided that differ from the conventional market 
mechanism. The exporter supports the cooperative with credit, investment in a high quality 
and certification strategy and provides stable pre-financing conditions.  
In the certified models precise quality profiles are defined and quality is monitored by the 
buyers. Although roasters and importers in the Fairtrade chains demand a defined quality and 
capture respective premiums in retail markets, cooperatives also participate to a certain degree 
in the price bargaining process on quality premiums. Some buyers assist cooperatives to 
improve their market position and gain access to differentiated markets. Therefore, importers 
and roasters in consuming countries do support lower chain actors by e.g. sharing knowledge 
of the coffee market or consumption patterns, yet, only at a limited degree. Consequently, the 
Fairtrade cooperatives have greater bargaining positions than the conventional cooperative 
due to direct and long-term relations with partners in consuming countries. The safeguard 
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mechanisms of the Fairtrade minimum price as well as defined premiums for organic coffee 
assure at least a starting point for price negotiations. The market mechanism where price is 
the only determinant for trade is replaced by hybrid governance structures with differentiated 
products based on standards and closer relationships among chain actors.  
The producers’ position in price negotiation and product definition is not better in the certified 
models than in the conventional chain as it is either the exporter in the conventional chain or 
the cooperatives in the certified chains which determine the final payment to the producers. 
Thus, producers in the Fairtrade chains are price takers like the conventional producers.  
And there are differences in power structures and transparency among the two certified chain 
models. In certified model A, there is a high trust relationship between the individual 
producer and the cooperative staff. In certified model B, producers and presidents of 
grassroots cooperatives stated that they are not satisfied with the relationship and do not trust 
their second order cooperative and/or cooperative union management. Major arguments were 
brought forward in terms of intransparency regarding production management and marketing 
relevant information. Information flows and transparency in the chains are therefore discussed 
in the following section. 

4.2.4 Information flows and level of transparency 
The position of producers in the value chains is influenced by the information flows and 
established communication means as well as the level of transparency.  
 
Information flows and communication means 
In the conventional model, producers are in contact with staff from the cooperative through 
farm-based technical support, training, and visits in the cooperative office for credit 
facilitation. The cooperative management is in frequent communication with the exporter 
regarding production and credits. However, for conventional coffee almost no information on 
the chain regarding prices, product attributes, origins and destinations is released to the 
consumers or to the producers. The product is traded as a bulk commodity without 
differentiating on origin.  
In the certified models, information on the product, the production process and pricing is 
communicated in the annual general assembly, in monthly group meetings and monthly on-
farm visits. Additionally, monthly meetings are organized by the grassroot cooperatives to 
facilitate dialogue between the second order cooperative management and producers on issues 
arising at production level and within the second order cooperative. The quality and frequency 
of information flows varies strongly among the two investigated models. In the certified 
model A there are good information flows. This may be related to the small size of the 
cooperative with only 400 members.  The communication problems in certified model B may 
be due to its large number of members (2000). This size increases communication logistics, 
raises transaction costs and thus hinder communication flows. Also the varying structures of 
the cooperatives may explain the differing information flows. In certified model A, the 
manager of the second order cooperative is in direct contact with most of the producers and 
strives to maintain personal relationships with members. In model B, direct contacts and 
personal visits on the farm are generally realized through the extension workers. The 
existence of cooperative unions with the second level cooperative implies another institution 
involved which affects information flows.  
Between the cooperatives and the buyers, information on production, coffee quality, 
producers’ needs and consumers’ demand is communicated through personal visits, email and 
also, in a few cases, through phone calls. Information to consumers about coffee production 
and its origin is provided via the certification label, brand reputation and publicity. In the 
following section the communication and information flows to farmers in regard to chain 
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relevant information like standards, price information, and coffee quality are presented more 
in detail for comparison between the conventional and certified chain models.  
 
Information flow and knowledge about certification 
For conventional coffee, certification standards do not play a role. Within the certified 
models, the organic certified farmers are better informed about standards and the value chain 
than the conventional producers (Figure 6). The interviewed Fairtrade certified farmers have 
little knowledge about the Fairtrade certification, whereas their knowledge of standards for 
organic certification is better. In most cases, the social projects realized by the Fairtrade 
premium are obvious to the producers while the functioning of Fairtrade, the standards and 
the minimum price remain unclear. This knowledge gap was also found among presidents of 
the grassroots cooperatives where a better understanding of Fairtrade was expected. Some 
presidents are very well informed on the structure of Fairtrade certification while others do 
not know that minimum prices are paid. In the certified model B, the knowledge on Fairtrade 
is very weak, which may relate to the weaknesses in the communication process. Only some 
of the grassroots cooperatives directly participate in decisions about the use of the Fairtrade 
premium, while for other grassroot cooperatives, the second order cooperative in model B 
decides and administers the funds. 

Figure 6: Producers’ knowledge on certification 
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Source: Own data, 2008. 
 
Transparency of prices 
Transparency of coffee prices paid at different chain levels is deficient in all chains (Figure 
7). Only the second order cooperatives in the Fairtrade chains and the exporter in the 
conventional chain have information on prices paid to producers. Few producers in the 
certified models know the individual buyers’ (FOB) price paid for the exported coffee, 
whereas the local price paid to producers for the ongoing production year is known by the 
majority of producers in both certified and conventional models10. Information on costs and 
income margins at export level is not available for producers or importers. Information related 

                                            
10 Producers rarely kept track on prices paid to them in past production years and most did not even remember 
prices from the previous year. 
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to the profit margins of different actors in the consuming countries is not made available to 
anybody else.  

Figure 7: Producers’ knowledge on prices 
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Source: Own data, 2008. 

Information flow regarding coffee quality 
In the conventional cooperative, no information is provided on coffee quality since no 
individual cupping is realized by the exporter or the cooperative. Between the Fairtrade 
cooperatives and the buyers, coffee quality is intensively communicated; however, very little 
information is available to the farmers. In the certified models, producers receive an average 
quality result over the coffee sold by their grassroot cooperative. Producers can access their 
individual cupping results only in Fairtrade cooperative A, although the cooperative B 
possesses an even bigger and better equipped cupping laboratory. The distance to the 
cooperative office or town determines also the likelihood of farmers informing themselves on 
their coffee’s quality, either in the cooperative’s cupping laboratory or in external institutions. 

4.3 Applied upgrading strategies in the different value chain models  
Different upgrading activities have already been implemented in the investigated coffee 
chains. The effect of upgrading in certification is discussed next, followed by an overview of 
other applied upgrading strategies.  

4.3.1 Upgrading through certification 
One of the most important reasons for producers and cooperatives to participate in certified 
markets is the promise of a higher coffee price. The coffee prices paid at all levels in the chain 
as well as the resulting gross income shares for producers and cooperatives (the exporter for 
the conventional chain model) are presented in Table 1.  
Producers do not automatically receive higher prices just for being a member of a Fairtrade 
cooperative. As Table 1 shows, the conventional producers in Fairtrade cooperative B 
received an even lower price (US$0.94/lb) than their non-certified colleagues in the 
conventional model. The farmers indicated that in the last two years they did not receive a 
final payment by their cooperative and were only paid the local market price. Double 
certification, organic-Fairtrade, is also no guarantee for better prices. According to Fairtrade 
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standards, an organic premium of US$0.15 must be paid in addition to the market price11, but 
as the farm-gate price in cooperative B shows, there is only a small difference to the 
conventional price. The cooperative stated that it was not able to distribute a premium due to 
missing gains from export. Since the cooperative only sells 40% of the coffee to Fairtrade 
markets and cannot market all organic coffee as organic, prices are lower as they are averaged 
across the whole coffee quantity sold. The reason for these low market shares are not exactly 
clear and may result from lack of access to certified markets, low cooperative management 
skills or low quality. As the cooperative is big and well-known, the lack of access to certified 
markets may relate to an increasing supply of certified coffee on the world market (KILIAN 
2006). 
In the conventional chain, farmers receive a much higher share of the final retail price in the 
US and Germany, 24.83% and 34.3% respectively, than farmers in the certified models. In the 
certified models, Fairtrade- conventional producers receive a share of 8.24% and organic-
Fairtrade producers a share of 9.47-15.47%. These shares are similar to a case study for coffee 
from Latin America (CIMS 2004) showing a tendency that producers of specialty and 
certified coffees capture lower shares of final retail prices12 than average quality producers. 
Yet, the high shares on retail prices of conventional producers found in our study are 
surprising.  

Table 1: Prices in the different coffee value chains for harvest 2007/08 

 
Farm gate 
price in 
US$/lb* 

%-age on 
retail level 
price 

FOB Price 
in US$/lb* 

%-age on 
retail level 
price 

Retail level 
price in 
US$/lb** 

Conventional 
Cooperative, Exporter,  
Retail Germany 1.07 24.83 1.31 30.39 4.31 

Cooperative, Exporter,  
Retail US*** 1.07 34.30 1.31 41.99 3.12 

Fairtrade – Conventional 
Cooperative B,  
Importer E, Roaster F - USA 0.94 8.24 1.58 13.85 11.41 

Fairtrade – Organic 
Cooperative B,  
Importer E, Roaster F - USA 1.08 9.47 1.84 16.13 11.41 

Cooperative B,  
Importer + Distributor C - Germany 1.08 10.27 1.84 17.49 10.52 

Cooperative A,  
Importer D, Roaster F - USA 1.31 11.48 1.87 -16.39 11.41 

Cooperative A,  
Importer + Distributor C – Germany  1.31 12.45 1.78 16.92 10.52 

Cooperative A,  
Importer A, Distributor B- Germany 1.31 15.47 1.78 21.02 8.47 

Note: *Converted to green exportable coffee. **Green coffee equivalent price. Conversion factor 
 for roasted/green coffee=0.84. VAT included. ***Retail price in the US was based on the year 
2007 and adjusted for 2008 with the consumer price index for roasted coffee according to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010, http://www.bls.gov/cpi/cpid08av.pdf (accessed 16 April 
2010). 

                                            
11 This premium of US$0.15/lb is paid to the cooperative and transferred to the producers. From July 2008 
onwards, the fairtrade minimum price for washed Arabica conventional coffee has been 1.25US$/lb (FOB), the 
organic differential rose from US$0.15/lb to US$0.20/lb and the social premium of US$0.10/lb. 
12 Income shares for average conventional coffee have been 12%, for Fairtrade specialty quality 9.5%, for 
Fairtrade conventional standard quality 12%; for organic-Fairtrade specialty coffee 7 - 12.5%, and for organic-
Fairtrade certified standard quality 16% (CIMS 2004). 

http://www.bls.gov/cpi/cpid08av.pdf
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Source: based on the interviews 2008; data on conventional retail price (2007) from ICO- Retail Prices 
for Roasted Coffee. 

We have two assumptions to explain the large differences in shares of the farm gate prices on 
final retail prices between the three value chains. First, as conventional coffee is traded in 
bulk, economies of scale in export and processing can be used. Efficient marketing structures 
at distribution and retail level in consuming countries may lower transaction costs and thus 
positively influence the price share. These economies of scale and efficient marketing 
structures are not likely to be reached in the alternative trading and retail models of one-world 
shops and organic food stores. Fairtrade importers, especially in Germany, handle relatively 
small amounts of coffee from many different sources which increases transaction costs. 
Second, the 2007/08 production year has been characterized by good world market coffee 
prices. Without a better quality, the price benefit of Fairtrade exists only in those periods 
when market prices drop below the minimum price. When organic and Fairtrade producers 
are paid a price similar to the local price13, they start selling increasingly to local 
intermediaries who do not require the stringent quality as their cooperatives. Competition in 
periods of good international prices is very high for the Fairtrade certified cooperatives.  

4.3.2 Further upgrading activities 
Apart from certification, cooperatives apply also other upgrading strategies (Table 2). The 
conventional model provides only few upgrading activities, both at producers’ and 
cooperative level. The activities focus mainly on agricultural production. In the certified 
models, additional strategies are pursued.  

Table 2: Applied upgrading strategies in the three coffee value chain models 

 Conventional Model Certified Model A Certified Model B 

Producers’ strategies 
Product upgrade - - - 

Process upgrade 
-  Improved coffee  
   production, harvest,  
   post-harvest processing 

-  Improved coffee  
   production, harvest,  
   post-harvest processing 
-  Organic production 

-  Improved coffee  
   production, harvest,  
   post-harvest processing 
-  Organic production 

Functional upgrade - - - 

Chain upgrade 

-  Diversified agricultural  
   production 
-  Non-farm income  
   sources 

-  Diversified agricultural  
   production 
-  Non-farm income  
   sources 

-  Diversified agricultural  
   production 
-  Non-farm income  
   sources 
-  Ecotourism 

Cooperatives’ strategies 

Product upgrade 
-  Production credits 
-  Quality project is  
   planned 

-  Distinct quality profiles 
-  Niche market product  
   through certification 

-  Distinct quality profiles 
-  Niche market product  
   through certification 
-  Own brand (Nicaraguan  
   market) 

Process upgrade -  Certification is planned -  Dry processing facilities -  Dry processing facilities 

Functional upgrade - 
-  Cupping laboratory 
-  Own mill for dry   
   processing 

-  Cupping laboratory 
-  Own mill for dry   
   processing 

Chain upgrade -  Commercial credits - -  Ecotourism 

Source: own illustration based on interviews 2008.  
                                            
13 The local price is the ICE Futures market price as reference price minus costs for processing and export and 
furthermore substracting the margin for the exporter and intermediaries. 
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In both Fairtrade cooperatives investments in product upgrading are realized with the 
organic and Fairtrade certification by selling products to niche markets. Also the conventional 
cooperative intends to invest in product upgrading by entering in certified markets. The 
Fairtrade cooperatives additionally intend to upgrade their coffee by improving quality as 
Fairtrade buyers have demanded a higher quality in recent years. The Fairtrade cooperatives 
consider upgrading in quality as one of the major targets for the upcoming production cycles. 
Yet producers do not see the benefits in dedicating time, work and money in quality coffee 
production without a clearly available monetary incentive for quality that compensate for the 
extra efforts. This conflicts buyers’ interests who only pay higher prices upon receiving high 
quality.  
Investing in process upgrading at farm level is undertaken by all three cooperatives through 
training, extension service and also the sale of equipment to the farmers. In both Fairtrade 
cooperatives further attention is paid to the improvement of organic yields because yields in 
both cooperatives are very low. However, organic farmers in certified model B increasingly 
change back to conventional production due to low yields and missing gains from production. 
The Fairtrade cooperatives have improved their dry mill facilities and increased processing 
capacities to also process coffee from non-members to generate extra income.  
The Fairtrade cooperatives have also recently invested in functional upgrading by 
establishing cupping laboratories and training staff on cupping. The ability to identify the 
produced quality in the cupping laboratories has increased the bargaining power on quality 
premiums with buyers. Another functional upgrading is realized by the Fairtrade cooperative 
B through roasting small amounts of their coffee and selling it under their own label to the 
local market. However, only 0.7% of total green coffee volumes are dedicated to this activity.  
Chain upgrading is applied in the Fairtrade cooperative B through an ecotourism program 
where selected coffee producing members participate. Farmers’ children are educated as 
tourist guides and participating farmers are supported financially with long term credits to 
invest in the tourist accommodations. The tourism program is severely limited by low demand 
as some farmers live far away and are difficult to reach. Additionally, in all three cooperatives 
crop diversification is targeted as part of a governmental program focusing on food security. 
In some communities crop diversification is implemented to diversify income especially in 
lower altitudes. Production of cocoa, beans and grains is a valuable option to add income for 
the families in lower altitudes. Local projects for generating income for women from rearing 
livestock and chicken are also implemented in that specific grassroots cooperative. 

5 Conclusion  
The presented research explores the structure of conventional and certified models of coffee 
value chains, based on small-scale producers and their cooperatives in Nicaragua. The 
conventional model shows a close relationship between the cooperative and buyer (exporter). 
This creates a stable credit and market environment that is based on trust and good will. 
Producers benefit through receiving larger credits but their farm-gate prices are not affected. 
Fairtrade certified cooperatives have invested in upgrading strategies apart from certification, 
including different functional upgrades through investing in a dry mill, cupping laboratory 
and export license. The comparison between the two different certified models shows that 
more than functional upgrading matters for the producer. Chain model A provides a better 
integrative approach for small coffee producers. As producers are in close relationships with 
the cooperative management and staff, they have developed a successful export market 
strategy where they are able to sell all their coffee as organic-Fairtrade coffee. Exports of the 
certified model B are much more diversified than in the model A, but the benefits of this 
strategy and of the certifications are so far fairly invisible to the producers. Despite being a 
larger and better equipped second level cooperative, the share of certified coffee sold in 
certified markets is very limited.  
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In all chain models, farmers have little knowledge on prices paid at different levels in the 
chain. Also, their knowledge on the required standards on production processes and coffee 
quality is limited. Extension workers focus on training the cooperative members on 
production issues, rather than increasing farmer’s knowledge on coffee marketing. The latter 
may increase transparency. Enhancing information flows can be facilitated when second-level 
cooperatives strengthen the capacity of their grassroot cooperatives.  
At the import level for certified coffee, more intermediate traders, subcontracted roasters and 
distributors are found in the value chain than that for conventional coffee. This applies 
especially to the German certified coffee market whereas the US market is closer to the 
conventional chain. The benefits of certification as an upgrading strategy at producers’ level 
vary between the investigated certified models in terms of prices and premiums received, 
information communicated and involvement in further upgrading strategies. Price shares in 
regard to the final retail price are substantially lower in all certified chains when compared to 
the conventional chain. Upgrading through certification does lead to higher prices paid at 
farm level, but the amount paid to farmers in the certified chains depends on the chain 
structure, cooperative management and the total volume sold to certified markets. 
Cooperatives seem to have limited bargaining power on the quality premiums paid by buyers 
apart from the required Fairtrade and organic premium. The low share of FOB-price to the 
final retail price suggests that the value adding through differentiation is mainly performed by 
roasters and brand holders of certified coffee. Information on cost structures and identification 
of conventional chain actors however needs to be included for a complete explanation on the 
identity of margins at each chain level.   
Producers and cooperatives need to determine a concrete marketing strategy that reflects their 
specific product characteristics. In regard to quality remuneration at production level, the 
knowledge transfer and transparency on final product characteristics is important in order to 
let producers understand and potentially create these values within their part of the value 
chain. Currently this seems to be more feasible in the certified models due to established 
cupping laboratory and the stated interest of Fairtrade buyers to pay a quality premium as well 
as direct relationships to importers and roasters. Specific investments on quality production 
should be remunerated at farm level by paying individual premiums to farmers for their 
quality product. For distinct groups of farmers producing a very high quality, the 
establishment of closer relationships with buyers might be a promising strategy as well. 
Evidence from models applied in the gourmet coffee market show that this provides good 
incentives for farmers to improve their situation by investing in high quality. However, 
systems of direct trading with very small producer groups or individual producers are 
extremely costly and often not feasible in larger cooperative structures. More research is 
needed in order to combine high quality market needs with cooperatively organized 
production and marketing.  
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